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Abstract

Social media, such as Twitter, plays a crucial role
in political discourse and communication. It is the
window of voters to their candidates, and what
senators publish may determine their success in
the elections. A deep analysis is needed to com-
prehend the current situation and generate strate-
gies to reach the audience. This paper joins the
creation of a self-made dataset, using machine
learning topic models, analyzing how geography
influences the political landscape, and employing
a proposed popularity metric to explain the cur-
rent political landscape and provide insights about
the most influential senators and their discourse.

1. Introduction
With 80 million active users worldwide, Twitter provides
a unique opportunity for politicians to reach out to their
constituents and shape public opinion. It is, therefore, cru-
cial to understand the dynamics of Twitter in the context of
politics.

This paper presents a deep data analysis of the US Senate’s
Twitter activities. We introduce several data collection tech-
niques to build our dataset of the Twitter network of the
current Senate. We also collect a large corpus of tweets
posted by US Senators on Twitter. We perform a topic
modeling of the corpus leveraging a fine-tuned version of
BERTopic (Grootendorst, 2022). Finally, we design ad-
vanced popularity metrics to perform further analysis.

Our primary objective is to identify the network’s most rele-
vant nodes (senators), study the influence of external factors,
e.g., the senator’s geographic location, and determine which
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topics are more important to the voters. By leveraging the
power of unsupervised machine learning, we can discover
meaningful patterns and structures in large amounts of data
generated by US Senators without requiring prior knowl-
edge or labeling of the data.

Our analysis uncovers outstanding findings. First, with
network statistics, we discover that the Democratic and Re-
publican senator sub-networks have very different structures.
Second, we identify 13 topics whose influence and popu-
larity vary dramatically. Third, we detect a disconnection
between the number of followers of some senators and their
influence inside and outside the Senate. We explain the dis-
connection with a temporal popularity analysis, correlating
it with political events. Fourth, we establish a correlation be-
tween time and the influence of topics. Finally, we include
the factor of geography as a concept to explain how the US
Senate works.

In conclusion, this paper provides a simplified approach to
analyzing social media in Politics while going beyond the
current state of the art. Our findings improve the quality of
view on the political landscape, how US citizens see their
senators, and how the parties work together on Twitter. It
can inform stakeholders, such as journalists or researchers,
on important issues and trends. It is also helpful for guiding
US politicians and parties on what topics they should cover
to maximize their influence among voters and their career
strategies.

2. Related Work
In 2018, Russell studied the polarization in the US Senate,
hypothesizing that Republican party members were more
likely to be polarized (2018). Newly in 2020, Russell stud-
ied how senators used Twitter to articulate their agenda
(2020). Our study extends a much broader period and cov-
ers the senators’ relations. Researchers have stated how
race, ethnicity, and geography can be differential for elec-
tion competition (Mccarty et al., 2019; Lee & Rogers, 2019).
Other works focus mainly on the economic capacity of the
voters and conclude that senators that take sides gain influ-
ence (Lax et al., 2019). However, they leveraged data from
outside social media while we took a broader approach.
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Topic modeling is also another recurrent research goal. Jelo-
dar et al. employed LDA applied to plenary speeches in the
US Senate and a dataset of politically oriented users’ tweets
(2019). Ylä-Anttila et al. modeled Twitter debates on cli-
mate change (2022). Our approach includes senate-specific
tweets and proposes a modern approach, BERTopic, that
has overcome traditional topic modeling techniques. Sia
et al. outlined a methodology for clustering word embed-
dings for unsupervised document analysis and concluded
that it yielded a greater diversity within topics compared to
LDA. Egger et al. performed a comparative study between
topic modeling tools (2022), remarking on the versatility
and support of embedding models of BERTopic, and stating
the unreliability of LDA.

Regarding popularity metrics, De Vries et al. discussed
how fan pages nurture relationships with customers (2012),
stating the influence of likes in their publications. This
previous work supports our model of retweets and likes as a
metric for influence. Pancer and Poole studied the Twitter
messages for Hilary Clinton and Donald Trump after the
2016 elections. Our approach is slightly different, focusing
more on what matters senators discuss rather than how they
say it (2016).

3. Methodology
This section covers gathering and representing the data,
performing topic modeling, and analyzing.

3.1. US Senator Network Creation

We take a list of senators, their parties, and states by scrap-
ping Wikipedia. After, we build the network using Networkx
and Twitter’s official API. We leverage a publicly available
list of zip codes to assign a random zip code belonging to the
senators’ state, and Geoapify to obtain a pair of coordinates
per zip code. We utilize Plotly and Mapbox for representing
the graph. Note that the current structure of the Senate com-
prises 49 Democrats, 48 Republicans, and 3 Independent
senators. Since the three independent senators caucus with
the Democratic party, we include them as Democratic. We
achieve a complete network of 100 geolocated nodes and
2,378 edges.

3.2. Tweet Corpus Creation

We gather a dataset of 238,645 tweets from March 2008 to
March 2023. We also include in the dataset the publisher of
the tweet and the number of likes and retweets. We use this
dataset in combination with the one in the previous section
to map each senator with their publications, likes, retweets,
geographical coordinates, and other features. We have more
recent tweets than old ones to represent the current land-
scape better. Another reason is due to the year of arrival

at the Senate of some of the senators after 2008. The most
represented year is 2022, with around 67K tweets, and the
least represented is 2008, with 109.

3.3. Topic Modeling

After preprocessing, we feed multi-qa-mpnet-base-dot-v1,
a pre-trained BERT model with the obtained data, obtain-
ing 768-dimensional embedding vectors. We select this
sentence transformer because it is the best performer in se-
mantic search, according to sbert.net (Reimers & Gurevych,
2019).

For the topic modeling, we leverage BERTopic (Grooten-
dorst, 2022). This algorithm reduces the dimensions of the
embedding with uMap and performs clustering of the doc-
uments using HDBSCAN. Once the clusters are detected,
with c-TF-IDF, the algorithm assigns the topics. With the
previous information, we manually label each topic accord-
ing to their highlighted words, obtaining a topic distribution.
The algorithm leaves one topic to outliers we catalog as
Unclassified.

3.4. Popularity Score

We compute a correlation matrix to determine which vari-
ables we should use to measure a topic’s popularity. We
detect that retweets and likes are highly correlated and, as
per (de Vries et al., 2012), are a consistent measure of influ-
ence. However, a high number of tweets with a low number
of interactions could fool the model. Therefore, we include
a penalization factor as a quotient.

Popularitytopic =

∑n
i=1(retweetsi + likesi)

n
(1)

n being the number of tweets assigned to a topic.

We further develop the expression for measuring a senator’s
popularity. We include the number of the senator’s followers
as one extra parameter, leaving the equation as follows.

Popularitysen =

∑n
i=1(retweetsi + likesi + 0.25 · Followerssen)

n
(2)

n being the number of tweets published by the senator.

Hence, we use the first one to calculate the popularity of
topics per senator by filtering the number of tweets by just
the ones published by certain senators. The second one is
used to analyze the popularity of senators as individuals.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_current_United_States_senators
https://networkx.org/
https://developer.twitter.com/en
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/scpike/us-state-county-zip/master/geo-data.csv
https://www.geoapify.com/
https://plotly.com/
https://www.mapbox.com/
https://www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained_models.html
https://hdbscan.readthedocs.io/en/latest/how_hdbscan_works.html
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With these two expressions, we compute all the necessary
popularity metrics.

4. Results and Discussion
This section exposes the different results that we obtain.
All data and results are publicly available on our Kaggle
repository. We also have a public repository with the code
of the project on Github.

4.1. Network Metrics

The in-degree distribution illustrates how many senator-
followers a senator has. The average in-degree is 23.78.
Democratic senator Cory Booker from New Jersey is the
most followed senator, with 50 senator followers, whereas
Republican Lisa Murkowski from Alaska has only two col-
leagues following her.

Table 1 illustrates how the in-degrees do not depend on the
global amount of followers. The power of social media does
not always spread to the US Senate, and some of the most
followed senators, such as Mitt Romney or Ted Cruz, have
quite an in-degree average. In contrast, Democrats seem to
be lobbying more, with examples such as Chuck Schumer
or Booker. Finally, if we separate between parties, the in-
degree average for Republicans is 20.2, whereas the mean
in-degree for Democrats is 27.21. These numbers indicate
that the Democratic party network is more cohesive and
more likely to perform as a team.

Table 1. List of the ten most followed senators with their internal
follows

SENATOR IN-DEGREE FOLLOWERS

BERNIE SANDERS 38 12.5M
ELIZABETH WARREN 38 7.04M
TED CRUZ 24 5.93M
CORY BOOKER 50 4.83M
RAND PAUL 39 4.61M
MARCO RUBIO 41 4.52M
CHUCK SCHUMER 48 3.45M
LINDSEY GRAHAM 36 2.21M
MITCH MCCONNELL 34 2.18M
MITT ROMNEY 23 2.05M

4.2. Topic Modeling

We configure BERTopic with a minimum cluster size of 150
to avoid outliers while generating a reasonable amount of
clusters. We obtained 167 clusters and manually labeled
them, reviewing the most relevant words of each topic, ob-
taining a total amount of 13 main topics: Climate Change
(7.7K), Economy (9K), Education (4.3K), Elections (5K),
International Politics (9.5K), Justice (5.6K), National Is-

sues (42K, including tweets of senators speaking about their
state issues), Public Health (11.5K, including tweets about
Covid19 pandemics), Religion (1K), Security (15K), Social
Issues (16.5K), Technology (3.1K) and Others (20.5K, in-
cludes tweets that do not fit in the previous categories). We
leave the 88K outliers as Unclassified.

4.3. Popularity Metrics

The analysis of the popularity metrics is overwhelming,
considering the number of features involved. We select the
most important figures to understand the critical points of
the work.

Figure 1 shows the topic distribution. The apparent differ-
ence in popularity for several topics between both parties
is surprising. Democrats are three times more relevant than
Republicans in Economy and significantly more popular in
electoral tweets. Republicans are four times more popular
in Technology. A possible explanation is the increased de-
bate about users’ rights on social media caused by Former
President Trump’s ban from Twitter. The Democratic Party
shows significantly more popularity. Democrats have 45%
more average popularity rate than Republicans, accord-
ing to our measurements based on the overall popularity,
computed through the weighted average popularity of all
topics.

Figure 2 compares popularity and the followers of the 32
most popular senators. We normalize the popularity score by
dividing the popularity score by the maximum score, so the
maximum score is 1. We selected only senators overcoming
a 0.05 popularity score.

Figure 1. Popularity value versus the number of tweets published
for Democrats and Republicans (shared x-axis).

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/miguelcozar/us-senate-analysis
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/miguelcozar/us-senate-analysis
https://github.com/carlosmlosa/Unleashing_the_power_of_Twitter
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Figure 2. Popularity value for the 32 most popular senators on the left. Number of followers for the 32 most popular senators on the right.
The black line represents the mean value in each case.

The figure exposes that some senators’ tweets are signifi-
cantly popular, but their number of followers does not align
with it. We mentioned Booker and Schumer in Section 4.1
as two of the most inner-followed, but they do not reach
those broad audiences among regular users.

On the Republican side, Mitt Romney has the party’s second
most popular metric, with fewer followers than others like
Ted Cruz or Marco Rubio. Precisely Ted Cruz, the most
followed Republican, cannot generate that much engage-
ment. Ted Cruz also gets limited support from the Senate
(his in-degree is one of the lowest in Table 1), another symp-
tom of the Republican party’s lack of cohesion, which the
Democrats do not show.

Figure 3 shows a comparison between senators Rand Paul
(Republican) and Jon Ossoff (Democrat) popularity metrics
over the last three years. We selected this window because
it is the one with more tweets gathered. It is a representative
example of how a senator with average followers can com-
pete in popularity with a more mainstream senator. While
Senator Paul remains constant over time, we appreciate that
Senator Ossoff has two prominent peaks triggering his levels
of popularity.

The first peak is the biggest, comprising November and De-

cember 2020, where his most popular tweets are electoral
campaign and tweets referencing the Capitol attack. Some
examples of popular tweets are: Today’s insurrectionist at-
tack on the U.S. Capitol was incited by Trump’s poisonous
lies; flagrant assault on our Constitution. The GOP must
discard and disavow Trump once and for all, end its attacks
on the electoral process; commit fully to the peaceful trans-
fer of power. or Today, as I was sworn in, I held in my jacket
pocket copies of the ships’ manifests recorded at Ellis Island
when my Great Grandfather Israel arrived in 1911 and my
Great Grandmother Annie arrived in 1913. A century later,
their great grandson was elected to the U.S. Senate

The second peak was on January 2022, when Jon Ossoff led
new legislation to ban Congress members from trading with
stocks (oss). His most popular tweet in this period is Tonight
I introduced legislation to ban Members of Congress (and
our spouses) from trading stocks. 3/4 of Americans agree!.
Again, we can see a correlation between events happening
in the Senate and tweets published.

On the other hand, Rand Paul’s popularity was constant, we
appreciate an increase in 2023, where he overcomes Jon
Ossoff, but we do not find a correlation between events and
popularity.

Figure 3. Popularity of senator Rand Paul (Republican) versus Jon Ossoff (Democrat) over time
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Figure 4. Popularity evolution over time for both parties

Figure 4 validates the argument that political events dramat-
ically affect popularity, de Democrat party has the lead on
popularity, and one key factor was the 2021 national election
and the posterior Capitol assault. We observe a tendency
for equality before and a constant difference after, which
remains in 2023. If senators promote their work within the
Senate heavily on Twitter, especially leading new initiatives,
the public will likely support their actions.

Finally, Figure 5 aims to include geography in the previous
factors. In addition, it facilitates the study of the influence
between senators and their relations. The East Coast hosts
the most popular Democrats. On the contrary, the Republi-
cans’ most popular senators gather in the Midwest Central
states such as Texas or Kentucky.

Democrats have historically dominated both US coasts, but
the West Coast’s popularity is secondary in the Senate. Only
Brian Schatz from Hawaii (technically West Coast) entered
the top.

Another remarkable aspect is that the Democratic network
appears to have significantly more interconnections than the
Republican. Blue nodes are almost entirely fully connected,
and red nodes have few connections.

5. Conclusion
We gathered data from different sources, focusing on Twitter.
We employed unsupervised learning to perform a topic mod-
eling of tweets, minimizing human effort. Finally, we used
all the generated data to analyze the US Senate paradigm
deeply.

We uncovered a significant difference between the two par-
ties in the Senate, and to strengthen our findings, we intro-
duced a topic, geographical and temporal analysis.

From the results, we conclude that the Democratic party
seems to be leading the race of Twitter, with a more compact
network and the majority of the most influential senators.
In addition to their dominant popularity, they add a strong

Figure 5. US map territory with the top 20 most popular senators
and their connections.

connection between nodes. Note that a strong intercon-
nection is vital for information diffusion. Democratic
senators may leverage this power to spread their message
and continue gaining popularity, transferring power to less
popular peers. On the other hand, Republicans lag in terms
of network cohesion. Geographical factors also appear in
the US Senate, with a general dominance of the East Coast
over the West Coast for the Democratic party and a solid
base in the Mid West for the Republicans.

Finally, our popularity metric shows that few senators re-
ceive high levels of popularity while the vast majority have
poor ratings. However, senators with significantly higher
levels of popularity are bound to have a more significant
potential for influence. This last statement is particularly rel-
evant because social network recommendation algorithms
suggest similar tweets and users based on popularity mea-
sures. There is a particular dis-concordance between the
popularity and engagement of some senators and their num-
ber of followers.

This last concept is fatherly explained by adding a temporal
dimension. We studied how events can affect senators’ pop-
ularity. We detected a high correlation between social media
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and events, that allows some senators to gain engagement
for windows of time and average a global popularity higher
than other senators with more followers We proved it with
the particular case of Senator Jon Ossoff.

6. Limitations
During the development of the paper, we identified some
limitations essential to consider for readers. The perfor-
mance metric can improve its accuracy by adding more
factors. For instance, our study skips the number of men-
tions, commentaries, and images in senators’ publications.
Twitter’s API has also limited the work. The generated
dataset includes a significant percentage of the tweets the
Senate published during this time window. The usage of
BERTopic as a topic model led to the appearance of some
outliers. Techniques like LDA or NMF (Egger & Yu, 2022)
can reduce the number of outliers. However, we decided
to prioritize using transformers and density-based cluster-
ing because of its novel approach and proven reliability.
One last limitation of BERTopic relates to the algorithm’s
stochastic components, which may affect the reproducibility
of the topic modeling stage.

7. Future Work
For future work, we plan to include several lines of research.
The most promising improvement could be the inclusion of
multi-modal models, allowing to input both text and images.

Secondly, one exciting line of research is the implemen-
tation of graph neural networks. Graph neural networks
(GNNs) are machine learning models that process and an-
alyze structured data represented as graphs. Taking the
Senate as a graph, we can leverage models to approximate
discourses and state similarities between senators within
the network structure and their discourse. For instance, we
could measure how close popular senators’ discourses are
between them.

Including community detection algorithms could also help
better understand the US Senate’s structure. We want to
study the popularity distribution among the senators through
time and focus on how senators influence each other.

Depending on the trending topics of each. Sentiment analy-
sis of tweets is something that could add value. Finally, a
more state-focused analysis of some candidates could shed
light on our National Issues topic.

Finally, the line of research that we are currently following
is the study of toxicity discourse within the Senate. We
are employing Debiasing Adversarial Models to analyze
the number of toxic tweets published by senators, their
distribution, and their temporal evolution.
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